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Requirement 

With internal compliance and governance 

demanding better data retention and fast 

restoration, SequelOne (HONO HR) 

needed a robust backup and restoration 

solution for their AWS Workloads. This 

was required for the following reasons: 

 

Existing script-based snapshot for 

different retention periods did not provide 

granular file level restore capabilities 

 

There was a lack of visibility into the 

backup process reporting, which was 

manual and hence was prone to human 

Errors  

 

SequelOne (HONO HR) wanted to create 

a rapidly scalable and futureproof backup 

and data management strategy. 

Simultaneously, it wanted to reduce the 

cost and complexity of data management 

with the ability to automate backups 

 

Need for simplifying and minimizing the 

maintenance workload for IT 

administrators. 

Solution Summary 

 NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India proposed secure 

Backup-as-a-Service (BaaS) using Cloud Protection Manager (CPM) from N2WS 

 N2WS replaced present manually created scripts and automated the entire 

process 

 Backup retention policy is daily incremental for 15 days, weekly full for 1 month 

and monthly full 3 months for 45 TB spread across 33 Linux machines and 10 

MySQL databases  

 With N2WS, SequelOne (HONO HR) now has centralized reporting on the 

backup process 

 N2WS also enabled a single window for all backups including Amazon EC2 and 

Amazon RDS along with cloning of entire VPC settings to same or another region 

for recovery, ensuring restoration of not just the instances and data but also the 

VPC settings. 

Benefits 

 Fully Automated backup for AWS workload 

 Ability to restore single file or entire workload in a few clicks 

 Application consistency in backup without taking systems offline 

 Auditing, reporting and internal compliance objectives met with a single console 

for reporting 

 Solution is scalable to include new Amazon EC2 Instances or RDS in the same 

VPC to be included in the existing backup policies. 

 The N2WS solution on AWS enables the SequelOne (HONO HR) IT team to have 

more time to focus on innovation and higher-value tasks 

 Through compression and deduplication as the snapshot is transferred to the 

Amazon S3 Standard repository, there is a saving of up to 30% on long-term 

storage costs 

 There is a saving on 25% operational time due to the shift from manual scripting 

to automated backups 

As India’s leading auto portal that helps users with car research, finance, insurance, used 
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Customer profile  

SequelOne (HONO HR) is committed 

towards enabling employees through 

technology. It aims to build human 

relationships, capitalize on employees’ 
unique strengths for personal growth and 

amplify the best of human talent through 

innovative technology. It facilitates real-

time engagement, 360 degree continuous 

feedback, empowerment, alignment, 

retention, growth, increased employee 

satisfaction and much more.  

 

What was the requirement? 

As SequelOne (HONO HR) expanded 

operations into new markets and business 

models, it found that moving to AWS 

Cloud provided them the flexibility to meet 

highly transient loads with dramatic 

variations. 

With backup on AWS being done using 

manual scripting, the company found it 

challenging to manage this process due to 

growing business demands and 

increasing internally defined compliance 

requirements. Additionally, as the process 

was manual, it was prone to errors. The 

company needed an automated backup 

tool which could provide a single window 

to all backup and recovery elements along 

with consistent reporting for its 

infrastructure in AWS. 

SequelOne (HONO HR) selected NTT 

Global Data Centers and Cloud 

Infrastructure, India to propose, design 

and deploy a cloud-based backup 

infrastructure. 

Solution 

NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India evaluated SequelOne’s (HONO 

HR) data storage needs to understand usage patterns, volumes, NTT Global Data 

Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India recommended using N2WS which is available on 

the AWS marketplace. As an AWS Partner, NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud 

Infrastructure, India was well-positioned to address all the backup, restoration, resilience 

and internal compliance needs of SequelOne (HONO HR) using N2WS for its AWS 

infrastructure like Amazon EC2, Amazon RDS and Amazon S3 Standard. N2WS helped 

the Company with elimination of the need for scripting and manual reporting, thereby 

improving their backup process. 

 

The solution was deployed using a strong combination of NTT Global Data Centers and 

Cloud Infrastructure, India services and AWS Tools. The overall solution on AWS Cloud 

included – 

• Amazon S3 Standard and Amazon EC2: Amazon S3 Standard was used for 

static file storage and Amazon EC2 instances for N2WS. 

• N2WS for backups: N2WS software is used as per internal compliance 

guidelines for taking incremental, full and then moved to Amazon S3 Standard 

Buckets to save cost of backup space. SequelOne (HONO HR) IT team with the 

help of the NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India team 

scheduled automated backups, improved recovery and handled the entire data 

lifecycle.  

 

AWS Advantage  

After NTT Com–Netmagic deployed the N2WS Solution, SequelOne’s (HONO HR) entire 

backup restore and internal data compliance needs for the infrastructure and workloads 

on AWS Cloud were met. 

 

SequelOne (HONO HR) has been empowered to take its infrastructure capabilities to the 

next level, with significant improvements in performance, scalability and availability. 

SequelOne (HONO HR) IT team is now able to run workloads and backup their data 

efficiently and seamlessly. 

 

The backup process operations time of SequelOne (HONO HR) has been reduced to 

about 25%. The restoration time has also decreased by 2x. The overall automated backup 

processes has been streamlined as opposed to the earlier manual scripting and reporting. 

This helped in refining restoration with the ability to overcome a contingency situation. 

N2WS provided them with a single window for backup requirements. 
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